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ABSTRACT

Ultra short baseline attitude systems with base-
lines under 0.5 meters are desirable for any application
which requires a high level of integrity.  The higher level
of integrity is a direct result of the limited number of inte-
ger ambiguities for shorter baselines.  However, for ultra-
short baseline attitude systems, phase errors translate into
larger angular errors than they do in long baseline systems
[1-8].  Many of the phase error sources such as carrier
tracking loop noise and thermal noise can be filtered using
inexpensive inertial sensors, however, other factors such
as line bias variations and differences in antenna phase
delay patterns generate slowly varying phase errors.
Antenna phase errors are a function of line-of-sight to the
satellites and vary at rates based on satellite movement and
platform angular rate.  Line bias errors are a function of
temperature.  These rates are generally too slow for inex-
pensive inertial sensors to provide any filtering.   Several
methods for calibrating out these errors are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The difference in the antenna phase patterns
between identical antennas in identical orientations can be

as much as 2 cm[9].  One method for calibrating these
phase errors is to move the array through many known ori-
entations and record the antenna phase errors as a function
of azimuth and elevation relative to the array.  This method
generates a phase map for each antenna pair.  The applica-
tion of this correction map to subsequent data has shown
an improvement in long term phase noise by a factor of
two from 0.5 cm rms to 0.25 cm rms for certain installa-
tions.  This has a corresponding improvement of a factor
of two in the attitude accuracy.

The azimuth and elevation dependent phase error
and corresponding antenna phase map is installation and
antenna specific, therefore, the antenna phase delay map
must be computed after installation on the platform.  This
is undesirable in aircraft applications where the entire air-
craft would have to be moved through at least five known
orientations in an environment free of external multipath
to effectively cover all azimuth and elevation combina-
tions.  An extension of this method is to mount an inertial
navigation system (INS)  or other source of precise atti-
tude information on board the aircraft and fly through a
variety of orientations.  This is also undesirable as it
requires installation of an expensive piece of equipment
for each calibration.

To avoid these limitations, an alternate method
has also been developed to estimate these phase delay
maps in real time.  This method utilizes the short term
averaging of automotive grade rate gyros to effectively
provide a truth reference during specific types of maneu-
vering. 

Both of these methods were evaluated using a 36
cm x 50 cm array mounted on a Beachcraft Queen Air test
aircraft.  Flight test results demonstrate that a real time
system incorporating the phase map corrections and short
term inertial filtering can achieve attitude accuracies on
the order of 0.1 to 0.2 degrees rms.  This attitude informa-
tion was used to drive an artificial horizon display at 20
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Hz,  [12].  This display is used as the primary attitude ref-
erence for ongoing research at Stanford[10].

II.   BACKGROUND

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical single
baseline attitude determination system.  A variety of fac-
tors contribute to the errors associated with the single dif-
ference phase measurements output by a GPS attitude sys-
tem of this type.  The biggest factor is whether the receiv-
er has a common clock between the two correlators and
radio frequency (RF) front ends.  Separate clocks intro-
duce large errors in the single difference phase measure-
ments that must be solved for at each epoch or removed
through the use of double differencing techniques.  This is
discussed in detail in [11].

Figure 1.  Phase Error Sources

Using a common clock, errors in  the attitude
solution are direct functions of errors in the single differ-
ence phase measurements.  For a desired maximum error
in attitude, the maximum allowable phase error can be cal-
culated.  This maximum phase error is a function of base-
line length and satellite geometry.  The specific satellite
geometry is measured by dilution of precision (DOP)[11].
Figure 2 shows the relationship between phase errors and
attitude errors for different baseline lengths.  In this case,
a DOP averaged over a period of 24 hours in Palo Alto,
CA was used.

Figure 2 shows that a maximum phase error of 1
mm is needed in order to obtain the attitude accuracy of
0.1 degrees using 36 and 50 cm baselines.  Standard GPS
carrier phase tracking loops rarely yield accuracies of this
order.  By using a Kalman filter and  inexpensive inertial
sensors, the phase measurements can be effectively aver-
aged over the time constant of the filter,  [12].  For a raw
phase noise of 5 mm rms and a filter time constant of 50
seconds, an averaged phase noise of 1 mm is achievable.
For this averaging to be effective, any biases with time
constants greater than the filter time constant must be
eliminated through calibration.

Figure 2.  Maximum Phase Error to Achieve 0.1 Degree
Attitude Accuracy

The two primary bias error sources in the phase
measurements are line bias variations and antenna phase
errors.  The line bias variations are generally due to varia-
tions in temperature of the cables and RF front ends of the
receivers.  These biases are slowly varying in time with a
time constant on the order of 20 min.  The antenna phase
errors are due to differences in the phase delay patterns
between the two antennas.  Antenna phase errors are a
function of the LOS to the satellite with respect to the plat-
form.  These errors can be slowly or quickly varying
depending on the platform motion.  These errors lead
directly to errors in the attitude solution.  Methods to cali-
brate both the line bias and the antenna phase errors will
be discussed in the following sections.

III.   EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Two identical antenna arrays were used for atti-
tude determination and phase error analysis.  One array
was mounted on a roof on a powered two axis gimbal sys-
tem shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 3.  Antenna Array on Roof

The second array was mounted on the top of a Queen Air
test aircraft shown in Figure 4.  In both cases, the antennas
were mounted in a  36 cm x 50 cm isosceles triangle con-
figuration.  The roof mounted array was placed at the high-
est point on the roof to minimize the effects of external
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multipath.  Great care was taken in the aircraft mounting
to align the antennas in exactly the same orientation to
minimize antenna phase errors.

Figure 4.  Antenna Array on Queen Air

Two separate attitude receivers were used for the
aircraft testing: a TANS Quadrex a four antenna multi-
plexing receiver and 3 Canadian Marconi  Allstar receivers
modified to use a common clock.  The Canadian Marconi
receivers have 12 channels giving them more flexibility
than the TANS with 6 channels.  A picture of the Canadian
Marconi unit is shown in Figure 5.  

Figure 5.  Canadian Marconi Combined Receiver

In the roof configuration, all the data was taken
with a TANS mounted to the bottom of the antenna array.
The aircraft installation was more elaborate.  Both
receivers were connected to the aircraft antennas through
splitters and took simultaneous 2 Hz measurements.  The
serial output from the TANS was split and sent to a
Pentium computer used for storing the raw phase mea-
surements as well as a TattleTale Model 8TM microproces-
sor used to generate the attitude solution in real time.  The
attitude algorithm implemented a Kalman filter sampling
a triad of automotive grade rate gyros at 20 Hz and out-
putting a blended GPS/inertial attitude solution at 20 Hz to
a display computer[10].  A Honeywell YG1851 INS was
used as a truth reference and was connected via an ARINC
429 bus to the Pentium data storage computer.  A detailed
block diagram of the complete system is shown in Figure
6.   

Figure 6.  Block Diagram of Test Equipment

The data stored by the system includes the fol-
lowing:  differential phase measurements from the TANS,
LOS from the TANS, phase measurements from 3 separate
Canadian Marconi receivers, and DGPS corrected latitude
and longitude from the Canadian Marconi receivers.  All
the phase measurements are taken at 2 Hz and are aligned
with GPS time to the microsecond level.  The time syn-
chronization allows direct comparison between the differ-
ential phase from the TANS and the phase measurements
from the Canadian Marconi receivers.  In some flight tests,
a serial connection from the output of the TattleTale Model
8 microprocessor was added to the Pentium data logging
computer to save the filtered attitude solution as well as
the raw GPS data.

V.   LINE BIAS CALCULATIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, variations in
the line biases have a direct effect on the single difference
phase measurements in the form of a long term bias.  This
bias typically has a time constant on the order of 20 min-
utes.  This is especially troublesome when attempting to
use  automotive rate gyros to smooth the GPS attitude
solution.  The Allan Variance plot in Figure 7 is for the
particular automotive grade rate gyros used and shows that
the bias stability of the rate gyros have a time constant of
on the order of 200 seconds[12,13].  

Figure 7.  Allan Variance of Horizon,  [12]
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The long term line bias variations completely overwhelm
the smoothing capability of the rate gyros.  Fortunately,
biases can be calculated at every epoch by including this
bias term as one of the states.  Eqn 1. gives this calcula-
tion.

It is then possible to average this line bias over a period of
15 min and feed it back in to the basic attitude equation
given in Eqn 2.

This technique works well as long as there are no short
term changes in the line biases.  Typically a short term
change in line bias would only occur with uneven temper-
ature changes for multiple RF front ends.  With the
receivers all mounted together in the same enclosure this
was not a problem.

This technique was used as part of the real time
system providing 20 Hz attitude data to the attitude dis-
play.    Figure 8 shows the result of this line bias calcula-
tion method for flight data using both the TANS and the
Canadian Marconi receivers.  

Figure 8.  Line Bias Calculation

The dots indicate the line biases computed at each epoch
using Eqn 1.  The averaged line bias  is indicated by the
white line through the center of the points.  The true line

bias history is also plotted and is undistinguishable from
the averaged line bias history.  The true line bias is com-
puted by using the true attitude and computing the differ-
ence between the predicted and actual phase measure-
ments.  

The computation of the line bias can be compli-
cated by the presence of azimuth and elevation dependent
antenna phase errors in the measurements.  Details of cal-
ibrating these effects will be given in the following two
sections.  The complication occurs if the time constant of
the line bias errors are of the same order as the time con-
stant of any antenna phase errors.  The line bias errors will
typically have a time constant of 1000 seconds or greater,
but depending on platform motion, the antenna phase
errors may have a time constant from 10 seconds for rapid
platform motion to 10000 seconds for no platform motion.

The data shown in Figure 8 was taken using the
antenna array on the Queen Air in flight with constant
maneuvering.  That is the aircraft was experience continu-
ous changes in pitch roll and or yaw.  This maneuvering
gives the antenna phase error an effective time constant on
the order of 10 seconds.  In this case since the time con-
stant of the antenna phase error is much smaller than that
of the line biases we can separate the two error sources and
solve for both effects.

This is not the case for static data.  In the static
data case, the LOSs are slowly varying, such that if an
attempt is made to compute line biases before corrections
for antenna phase errors have been made, these phase
errors will show up as line bias variations.  In fact it is
quite difficult to separate the two error sources in the stat-
ic environment where the time constants are similar.  The
best results have been shown by correcting for antenna
phase errors first and then computing a line bias correc-
tion.  However, even with this method, the line biases
computed by averaging the epoch by epoch solution do not
agree exactly with the line bias computed based on known
orientation.  Figure 9 shows the phase error for a station-
ary platform before and after a line bias correction has
been applied.

Figure 9.  Phase Error After Line Bias Correction Applied

Computing the line biases in real time is not only a
requirement for increased accuracy but also for integrity of
any production system. 
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VI.   STATIONARY PHASE MAP CALCULATION 

As described in the introduction, antenna phase
errors are due to differences in the phase delay patterns of
the two antenna used in a given baseline.  These errors can
be minimized by using identical antennas mounted in the
same orientation with respect to one another.  The specif-
ic mounting of each antenna affects its phase delay char-
acteristics and even “identical” antennas do not have
exactly the same phase delay characteristics[9].  These dif-
ferences introduce phase delay errors as a function of
azimuth and elevation to each satellite.

Rather than trying to minimize the errors through
careful antenna design and mounting, a phase map of the
errors can be constructed for each baseline in a given sys-
tem.  These maps can be stored and the corrections can
then be applied as functions of relative azimuth and eleva-
tion to each satellite for all future measurements.

The key to mapping the antenna phase delay pat-
terns is to have a rich set of phase measurement data for
different relative LOS.  This data, coupled with the known
orientation of the platform, can be used to compute the
phase error for a given relative LOS.

The best way to get a combination of azimuth and
elevations for a stationary platform is to take 24 hours
worth of data, allowing the satellites to change geometry.
By moving the platform every 24 hours, all of the azimuth
and elevation data space can be covered.

Figure 10.  Sky Plot of Relative LOS

The platform shown in Figure 4 was moved through three
orientations over a period of three days and averaged
phase measurements stored every 100 seconds.  The
azimuths and elevations covered over the three days are
shown in Figure 10.  

In order to analyze and plot the data, the azimuth
and elevation (spherical coordinates) were projected onto
a flat plane and transformed to cartesian coordinates.  The
transformation is shown in Figure 11.  Note that the radial
lines are not linearly spaced.  This is due to the spherical
projection.  The grid depicts the averaging scheme used
for discretizing the data.  All the points within a given grid
square are averaged and assigned the X-Y coordinate asso-
ciated with the dot in the center of each grid. 

Figure 11.  Spherical to Cartesian Mapping

After this mapping is accomplished, the phase errors are
plotted in 3D in this new coordinate system.  A grid spac-
ing of 1 degree was used to discretize the data shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 12.  Phase error 

In order to determine whether there is structure to the data,
a spatial autocorrelation was performed as shown in
Figure 13.  Because the spatial autocorrelation is per-
formed in two dimensions the autocorrelation peak is a
three dimensional function.
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Figure 13.  Spatial Auto Correlation 3D

The 3D view shows the structure of the side lobes in all
directions.  It is easier to visualize changes in the autocor-
relation peak looking from the side in a 2D representation.
This is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14.  Spatial Auto Correlation, Side View

The autocorrelation function for white noise is a delta
function.  Figure 14 has significant side lobes, therefor,
this is not white noise.  Since the phase errors do not
behave as white noise, the behavior can be modeled.

This modeling is done using the grid system
shown in Figure 11.  All of the points in a given grid
square are averaged, and the value is assigned to the cen-
ter point.  A 3D quadratic interpolation is then performed
on the data to create a smooth error surface.  This is then
plotted as a contour plot shown in Figure 15.  Depending
on the grid spacing chosen, a more or less coarse phase
delay map is obtained.  If too coarse a grid is chosen, some
of the phase error is not accounted for.  If too fine a grid is
used, noise is modeled and the correction map only
improves the phase noise of the specific data used to make
the map.

Figure 15.  Phase Map for 5 degree Gid Spacing

To ensure that the optimal grid spacing was cho-
sen, several techniques were used.  First the data was bro-
ken up into two sets: one used to create the phase delay
map and the other to evaluate the performance of the phase
delay map.  Several different map spacings were tried. For
each spacing, the autocorrelation was performed on the
phase error data after the correction had been applied.  A
map spacing of 5° turned out to be optimal.  The autocor-
relation peak for this is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16.  Auto Correlation Peak after 5° Phase Map
Applied

Auto correlation peaks for grid spacing smaller than this
were not any steeper.  In addition, there was no further
reduction of the phase noise in the test data set for grid
spacings less than 5 degrees.  The improvement in the
phase error achieved by using the phase map in Figure 15
is shown in Figure 17.  
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Figure 17.  Phase Error Improvement

To evaluate the  effectiveness of the antenna
phase map at removing the long term bias errors from the
phase measurements, an autocorrelation in time is per-
formed on the phase error before and after the antenna
phase map correction has been applied.  This is shown in
Figure 18.  

Figure 18.  Autocorrelation in Time

The fact that autocorrelation approaches a delta function
after the antenna and bias corrections have been applied
indicates that almost all the time correlation has been
removed from the phase error.  This temporal decorrela-
tion allows the effective use of automotive grade rate
gyros to improve the attitude solution, which is described
in the next section. 

Figure 19.  Summary of Pointing Error Improvements

The improvement in the attitude solution shown in Figure
19 is a direct result of the factor of two reduction in phase

noise shown in Figure 17. 
VII.  PHASE MAP CALCULATION WITH INS

A similar process can be conducted for the air-
craft situation.  In this case, the INS is used to continuous-
ly provide pitch, roll, and yaw measurements.  This infor-
mation, in conjunction with the LOS to the satellite from
the GPS receiver and knowledge of the baselines in the
aircraft frame, allow the theoretical single difference
phase measurements to be computed for each baseline.
This theoretical differential phase is subtracted from the
measured single difference phase to compute phase error.
This phase error as a function of relative LOS is used in
the same manner as in the stationary case to compute the
phase map.  The azimuth and elevation data space used in
this map is shown in Figure 20. Due to the better coverage
of azimuth and elevation, the antenna phase map will be
more accurate.   The data shown in Figure 20 is from a one
hour flight with constant maneuvering, where again the
data set is again divided into data used to form the map
and data used to evaluate the map.

Figure 20.  Sky Plot of Relative Azimuth and Elevation

First an autocorrelation on the raw phase error
data is performed to ascertain whether a mappable struc-
ture is present.  This is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21.  Autocorrelation for Uncorrected Data
In this case, the autocorrelation peak has less structure in
the side lobes than data collected from the stationary plat-
form.  This is due to the fact that great care was taken to
mount the antennas in exactly the same orientation on the
aircraft.  In spite of the care and expense taken there are
still significant phase errors observed.

A mapping of 5 degrees again proved optimal.
This map is shown below in Figure 22.

Figure 22.  Phase Map for 5 degree Gid Spacing

The corrections from the phase map in Figure 22 were
then applied to the test half of the data and an autocorrela-
tion on the resulting phase error was performed.  This
autocorrelation is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23.  Autocorrelation for 5 degree mapping

The improvement in the phase errors from the
test set of data were observed for a number of different
grid spacings and the 5 degree spacing was optimal.  The
improvement in the phase data is shown in Figures 24 and
25 for the TANS and the Canadian Marconi receivers.  The
improvements in the phase errors are almost identical
between the two receivers.  The rms of the phase noise for
both the epoch by epoch phase error and the 50 second

average of the phase error are given in Figures 24 and 25.
The averaged value represents the effective phase noise
with gyro filtering applied.

Figure 24.  Improvement in TANS Phase Errors

Figure 25.  Improvements in Canadian Marconi Phase
errors

In this case, the phase errors do not seem to improve as
much as in the stationary case.  This is due primarily to the
fact that the phase map is not as severe for the aircraft
installation. In addition, because the aircraft is constantly
maneuvering, the spatially correlated phase errors actually
decorrelate in time.  This effect is seen  most clearly by
performing an autocorrelation in time of the phase errors
in Figure 24.  This autocorrelation is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26.  Autocorrelation in Time for 5° Mapping

In this case, even before the corrections for the antenna
phase error are applied the function is almost a pure delta.
This indicates that the aircraft motion has in fact decorre-
lated the spatially correlated antenna phase error.  This
decorrelation in time allows the short time constant
(τ=100sec) rate gyros to effectively filter out the effects of
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the antenna phase errors.  This filtering effect is simulated
by averaging the phase error over a period equal to the
time constant of the filter, in this case 50 seconds.  This
decorrelation in time will be used in the next section to
show how these phase maps can be computed in real time
without the addition of external truth reference, using only
the automotive grade rate gyros.

The overall accuracy of the system, implement-
ing the phase map correction and the line bias correction
and simulating the improvement given by rate gyro inte-
gration, is given in Figure 27.

Figure 27.  Summary of Pointing Error Improvements

The accuracies are surprisingly good  for an
antenna array of this size.  There is less improvement due
to the antenna phase error correction than was shown in
the stationary case.  This is due to the fact that in this
maneuvering data set, the rate sensors effectively average
out the temporally decorrelated antenna phase errors.  If
this flight was more representative of a typical cruise pro-
file, the uncorrected solution would exhibit a long term
bias that would show up as an increase in the standard
deviation of the attitude solution.

VIII.  REAL TIME PHASE MAP CALCULATION

The technique for computing phase maps without
external sensors is very similar to that with the external
truth reference.  As mentioned in the previous section, by
maneuvering the aircraft continuously, the antenna phase
errors decorrelate in time.  This allows automotive grade
inertial sensors to provide smoothing of the GPS attitude
solution down to 0.1 to 0.2 rms degree level (shown in
Figure 27).  This level of accuracy is more than enough to
estimate a phase map with a grid of 5 degrees.

The INS data was deliberately degraded to match
the quality of the blended GPS/inertial system using auto-
motive grade gyros.  This degraded attitude data was used
in the same way as the INS data to compute phase errors
and a phase error correction map.  The resulting phase map
is shown in Figure 28.  

Figure 28.  Real Time Phase Map for 5 Degree

The same autocorrelation was performed on the phase
error data after the phase map shown in Figure 28 was
applied.  This autocorrelation is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29.  Autocorrelation for Real Time Map

This autocorrelation is very similar to the one shown in
figure 16 with slightly more structure.  The phase error
improvements for this map are essentially the same as for
the map computed with INS data.  These improvements
are shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30.  Phase Error Improvements for Real Time Map
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The ability to temporally decorrelate the spatially correlat-
ed antenna phase errors allows the calibration to be done
with only inexpensive sensors and makes this a viable real
time calibration method.

IIX.  CONCLUSIONS

Through spatial autocorrelation, the antenna
phase errors are shown to be deterministic and thus may be
mapped.  For precision  installation situations antenna
phase errors can be as much as 1 cm.  In other less ideal
installations, the antenna phase errors can easily be as
much as 2 cm.  

Expensive inertial reference is not required for
calibration.  Instead, inexpensive rate sensors already part
of the integrated attitude system can be used to provide the
short term averaging necessary to compute the phase map.
This allows antennas to be installed in any orientation and
alignment and phase errors can be calibrated out.  A one
time flight with special maneuvering is required after
installation to build a database of phase errors for all rela-
tive LOS's to satellites.  These antenna phase errors can be
automatically computed and stored for operational flights.

This technique is not limited to aircraft installa-
tions.  Satellites are an ideal application of this technology
where uneven mounting and local multipath induce unac-
ceptably high errors in phase measurements.  By adding
inexpensive inertial sensors, or using existing inertial sen-
sors it is possible to create phase maps during maneuver-
ing on orbit and apply them during periods of stationary
position keeping.
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